We consider the problem of sequential signal detection in a multichannel system assuming that the number and location of signals are either unknown or only partially known a priori. We focus on the design and analysis of two sequential hypothesis tests: the generalized sequential likelihood ratio test and the mixture sequential likelihood ratio test. We develop an asymptotic theory for a general stochastic model, where the various data streams can be coupled and correlated, and the data in each stream can be dependent and non-identically distributed. Specifically, we show that the two proposed sequential detection procedures asymptotically minimize the expected sample size and even higher moments of the sample size in the class of hypothesis tests with given probabilities of errors under weak distributional assumptions. We also propose efficient importance sampling algorithms for estimating error probabilities of the sequential tests by Monte Carlo simulation. The general theory is illustrated with several practical examples, such as the detection of signals, in Gaussian hidden Markov models, white Gaussian noises with unknown intensity, and testing of the first-order autoregression's correlation coefficient. Finally, we illustrate our asymptotic results and compare the two proposed procedures with a simulation study.
hazardous materials or intruders, that only a fraction of sensors typically capture [4] , [5] . In military defense applications, there is a need to detect an unknown number of targets in noisy observations obtained by radars, sonars or optical sensors that are typically multichannel in range, velocity and space [6] , [7] . In cyber security, there is a need to rapidly detect and localize malicious activity, such as distributed denial-ofservice attacks, typically in multiple data streams [8] [9] [10] [11] . In genomic applications, there is a need to determine intervals of copy number variations, which are short and sparse, in multiple DNA sequences [12] .
Motivated by these and other applications, we consider the signal detection (hypothesis testing) problem where observations are acquired sequentially in a number of data streams and the number and location of signals are either completely or partially unknown a priori. The goal is to quickly detect either the absence of all signals or the presence of an unknown subset of signals, while controlling the probabilities of false alarm (type-I error) and missed detection (type-II error). Two scenarios are of particular interest for applications. The first is when a single signal with an unknown location is distributed over a relatively small number of channels. For example, this may be the case when detecting an extended target with unknown location with a very high-resolution sensor in a sequence of images. Following the terminology of Siegmund [12] , we call this the "structured" case, since there is a certain geometrical structure we can know at least approximately. A different, completely "unstructured" scenario is when a signal (or signals) can affect multiple data streams, i.e., when an unknown number of "point" signals affect the channels. For example, in many target detection applications, an unknown number of point targets appear in different channels (or data streams), and it is unknown in which channels the signals will appear [6] , [7] , [13] .
The multistream sequential detection problem has been studied in the case of a single point signal present in one (unknown) data stream [14] . However, as mentioned above, in many applications the affected subset could be completely unknown or known partially, e.g., an upper bound on its size may be available, representing the (known) maximal number of signals that can appear. To our knowledge, the unstructured version of the sequential multichannel detection problem has not yet been studied. On the other hand, there has recently been significant interest in the corresponding unstructured sequential change detection problem, where signals appear at some unknown time and the goal is to stop as soon as possible only after this time; see, e.g., [15] [16] [17] . Note however that the 0018-9448 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
sequential change detection problem is not a generalization of the sequential signal detection (or hypothesis testing) problem that we address in this paper, as in the latter problem the goal is to stop as soon as possible not only when signal is present, but also under the null hypothesis, while controlling not only the false alarm rate but also the (maximal) probability of missed detection (type-II error).
In this work, we consider a general multichannel detection setup, in which the various streams may be coupled and correlated, and the observations in channels are not necessarily temporally independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) We focus on two multichannel sequential tests, the Generalized Sequential Likelihood Ratio Test (G-SLRT) and the Mixture Sequential Likelihood Ratio Test (M-SLRT), which are based on the maximum and average likelihood ratio over all possible hypotheses regarding the number and location of signals, respectively, and reduce to Wald's Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) [18] when the signal signature is known in advance. Our goal is to design these detection schemes in order to control the error probabilities below given target levels and also to establish their efficiency. In order to achieve these goals, we only require that the log-likelihood ratio statistics satisfy certain asymptotic stability properties. Specifically, we assume that the suitably normalized log-likelihood ratios between "signal present" and "no signal" hypotheses satisfy a Law of Large Numbers (LLN), converging under both regimes to positive and finite numbers, which we can think of as generalized Kullback-Leibler information numbers.
Our main contributions are the following. First of all, we obtain universal thresholds (critical values) that guarantee nonasymptotic error control for the G-SLRT and M-SLRT without any distributional assumptions. These thresholds typically lead to too small error probabilities, as they are based on conservative non-asymptotic error bounds, and for this reason we also propose importance sampling algorithms for the computation of the error probabilities via simulation. We show that these algorithms are asymptotically efficient when the convergence in the LLN for the normalized log-likelihood ratio statistics is complete, which suggests that the proposed Monte Carlo techniques can be used to obtain reliable sharp thresholds even for very small error probabilities.
Second, we establish the statistical efficiency of the two proposed procedures, i.e., we show that the number of samples they require is "close" to the optimal for any possible signal configuration. Specifically, we obtain two general results that can be summarized as follows. If the log-likelihood ratio statistics have independent but not necessarily identically distributed increments, then the two procedures minimize asymptotically every moment of the sample size distribution as the probabilities of errors vanish when the convergence in the LLN for the normalized log-likelihood ratio statistics is almost sure. In the general case that the log-likelihood ratio increments are not independent, we prove that the two proposed procedures minimize asymptotically the first r moments of the sample size distribution when the convergence in the LLN is r -complete (cf. [19, Ch. 2] ). These results rely on an asymptotic approximation, which could be of independent interest, for the moments of the first time that multiple processes, not necessarily random walks, are simultaneously above a large common threshold.
While the above results are established in a very general setup, in which the various streams may be coupled and correlated, the proposed procedures suffer from the curse of dimensionality when the number of possible signal configurations is very large. We show, however, that in the case of uncoupled and independent channels (which is the setup considered in [14] in the special case of a single signal that affects exactly one channel), both proposed procedures are scalable with respect to the number of sensors, even if there is complete uncertainty regarding the signal. Moreover, we should add that the r -complete convergence condition that we use in order to establish our asymptotic optimality results is weaker than the r -quick convergence condition that was used in [14] (in the special case that a single signal affects exactly one channel). However, the main advantage of r -complete convergence is that it is much easier to verify in practice. Indeed, we illustrate the general theory with several practical examples, including the detection of signals in Gaussian hidden Markov models, correlated Gaussian channels, white Gaussian noises with unknown intensity, testing of the firstorder autoregression's correlation coefficient.
In the case of i.i.d. observations in the channels, it is possible to obtain higher order asymptotic optimality properties of the test procedures, higher order approximations for the expected sample size up to a vanishing term, and accurate asymptotic approximations for the error probabilities. These results are based on nonlinear renewal theory and will be established in the companion paper [20] , where we will also evaluate in simulation studies the accuracy of the obtained approximations for small and moderate error probabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we present a generalization of a multidimensional renewal theorem. In Section III, we formulate the multistream sequential signal detection problem in an asymptotic setting where the probabilities of errors vanish, and we introduce the two sequential hypothesis tests (detection procedures), the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT, that are being studied in this paper. In Section IV, we derive non-asymptotic upper bounds on the probabilities of errors, the probability of false alarm and the probability of missed detection. We also propose importance sampling techniques for efficient Monte Carlo simulation. In Section V, we develop a general asymptotic optimality theory for the proposed procedures. In Section VI, we specify our results in the particular but very important case of mutually independent data streams. In Section VII, we apply our results in the context of several particular stochastic models. In Section VIII, we compare the non-asymptotic performance of these two tests in a simulation study. We conclude in Section IX. The proofs of some technical lemmas are presented in the Appendix.
II. RENEWAL THEOREMS UNDER COMPLETE CONVERGENCE
In this section, we state and prove a multidimensional renewal theorem that will be used in the following sections (see Theorem 4) for developing an asymptotic sequential detection theory, but may also be of independent interest. Specifically, classical renewal theory provides first-order asymptotic approximations to the moments of the first time that multiple random walks are simultaneously above a large threshold [21] [22] [23] [24] . In Subsection II-B, we extend these classical results to more general processes that are not necessarily random walks. In order to do so, we first recall and clarify the notions of r -quick and r -complete convergence. In what follows in this section, all random variables are defined on a probability space ( , F , P), and we denote by E the expectation that corresponds to P.
A. Quick Convergence and Complete Convergence
Consider a discrete-time stochastic process Y = (Y (t)) t ∈N , where N = {1, 2, . . . }. It is well known that Y converges almost surely to some constant I as t → ∞, i.e.,
, with the understanding that sup{∅} = 0. We introduce two stronger modes of convergence.
Definition 1: Let r ≥ 1 be an arbitrary constant. We say that Y converges to
In general, these types of convergence determine a rate of convergence in the SLLN, a topic considered in detail by Baum and Katz [25] . The notion (and terminology) of r -complete convergence was introduced by Hsu and Robbins [26] in the case r = 1. Quick convergence was studied by Lai in [27] . In general, r -quick convergence is somewhat stronger than r -complete convergence. Specifically, from Lemma 2.4.1 in [19] we have that
However, when Y is a random walk, then it is well known (see, e.g., [ 
The following result provides a very useful implication of complete convergence that will be used later in this work. The proof can be found in [28] , but we present it in Appendix A for completeness. Lemma 1: Let {Y 1 (t), t ∈ N} and {Y 2 (t), t ∈ N} be two arbitrary, possibly dependent sequences of random variables, and suppose there are positive numbers I 1 and I 2 such that
If I 1 ≥ I 2 , then for any random time τ and any positive constant
See Lemma A.1 for a proof of this claim. In turn, condition (6) is satisfied when Y 1 (t)/t → I 1 almost surely as t → ∞, as this is well known to be equivalent to
As a result, we conclude that both conditions (3) and (4) are satisfied when Y i (t)/t converges to I i completely as t → ∞, i = 1, 2, i.e., when for all ε > 0
Remark 2: An interesting application of Lemma 1 is when Y 1 = Y 2 = Y and the random time τ is the first hitting time of the level b, i.e., τ = inf{t : Y (t) ≥ b}. Then, Lemma 1 and the previous remark suggest that the relative overshoot (Y (τ ) − b)/b converges to 0 in probability as b → ∞ when Y t /t converges completely to a positive number.
B. A Generalized Multidimensional Renewal Theorem
Let (S i (t)) t ∈N , i ∈ [L] ≡ {1, . . . , L}, be (possibly dependent) sequences of random variables on ( , F , P). For any 1 ≤ i ≤ L, we denote by ξ i the sequence of increments of S i , i.e.,
and consider the first-hitting times of S i , i.e.,
Our goal in this section is to obtain first-order asymptotic approximations as b → ∞ for the moments of the following stopping times
In order to do so, we will assume that the SLLN holds for each of these processes, in the sense that there are positive constants μ 1 , . . . , μ L such that
Given this assumption, our goal is to provide sufficient conditions for the following asymptotic approximations to hold as b → ∞:
where we have set
We start with the following lemma, which shows that asymptotic lower bounds on these moments follow directly from (8) . 
and consequently for every q > 0
Proof: The asymptotic lower bounds in (12) follow directly from (11) and Fatou's lemma. Therefore, it suffices to establish (11) . In fact, it suffices to establish the second convergence in (11) , which is more general. It is clear that
is almost surely finite for any given b > 0 and that ν i (b) → ∞ almost surely as b → ∞. Then, with probability 1 we have
where the convergence follows from (8) . Since this is true for every i ∈ [L], we conclude that
In order to prove the reverse inequality, we observe that
But from (8) it follows that for every i ∈ [L] we have ξ i (t)/t → 0 almost surely as t → ∞, which implies that with probability 1
From (13) and (14) we obtain the second convergence in (11) . This completes the proof.
In order to show that the asymptotic lower bounds in (12) are sharp, we need either to impose some conditions on the rate of convergence in (8) , or assume a special structure (independence) of the increments of the processes. In what follows, we use the standard notation x − = − min(0, x).
Theorem 1: Suppose that the SLLN (8) holds. (i) Let the processes S 1 , . . . , S L have arbitrary, possibly dependent increments. Let r ≥ 1. Then, the asymptotic approximations (9)-(10) hold for all
(ii) Let each process S i have independent increments, where i ∈ [L]. Then, the asymptotic approximations (9)-(10) hold for all q ≥ 1, if for some λ ∈ (0, 1)
Proof: Since condition (8) holds, from Lemma 2 it follows that in order to establish the asymptotic approximations (9)-(10), it suffices to show that as b → ∞
Moreover, it clearly suffices to show the second inequality, which is more general. We start with the case (i) where the increments of each sequence S i are not necessarily independent and (15) holds for some r ≥ 1. In this case, it suffices to prove (17) for q = r , since the case of an arbitrary 1 ≤ q < r follows with an application of Hölder's inequality. To this end, fix some ε ∈ (0, μ min ) and let N b be the smallest integer strictly greater than b/(μ min − ε). We have the following chain of equalities and inequalities
By the definition of ν b , for every n ∈ N we have
and by the definition of N b , for every n ≥ N b we have that
Therefore,
where the final convergence follows from (15) . Therefore, from (18) and (19) we conclude that as b → ∞ (20) where o(1) is a vanishing term as b → ∞. Since this is true for an arbitrary ε ∈ (0, μ min ), letting ε → 0 proves (17) .
We now consider the case (ii) where each S i has independent increments and satisfies the SLLN (8) . Due to the almost sure convergence in (11) , it suffices to show that, for every r > 0, (ν(b)/b) r , b > 0 is a uniformly integrable family of random variables when (16) holds. In order to do that, we follow the same technique as in [29, Th. 2.5.1, p. 57], which was applied to the case of a (single) random walk. Note however that in our case the increments of each S i are not necessarily identically distributed.
Without loss of generality, we restrict ourselves to b ∈ N.
It remains to show that the upper bound is finite when (16) holds. Indeed, for any m ∈ N,
Therefore
From Markov's inequality we obtain for any λ ∈ (0, 1):
Then, by Lemma A.3 in the Appendix,
where c is defined as follows:
From (22) and (23) we conclude that for any m ∈ N we have
where c < 1 due to condition (16) . Therefore, sup n∈N ||ν(1; n)|| r < ∞ for every r > 0. In view of (21) this completes the proof. Remark 3: Clearly, condition (15) is satisfied when each S i (t)/t converges r -completely to μ i , i.e., when for every
Remark 4: When each process S i is a random walk, i.e., its increments are independent and identically distributed, then from [21, Th. 3, p. 1333] it follows that the asymptotic approximation for the expectation of ν min remains valid, i.e., (10) holds for q = 1, even when (16) does not hold.
III. SEQUENTIAL MULTICHANNEL DETECTION

A. Problem Formulation
Suppose that observations are sequentially acquired over time in K distinct sources, to which we refer as channels or streams. The observations in the k th data stream correspond to a realization of a discrete-time stochastic process
Let P stand for the distribution of X = (X 1 , . . . , X K ), and suppose that this is parametrized by an N-dimensional parameter vector, θ := (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ), where N is not necessarily equal to K . We assume that each component θ k takes values in the binary set {0, 1}, k ∈ [K ]. Let H 0 be the null hypothesis according to which all components of θ are equal to 0. Moreover, for any given non-empty subset of components, A ⊂ [N], let H A be the hypothesis according to which only the components of θ in A are non-zero, i.e.,
Let P be a class of subsets of [N] that incorporates any prior information that may be available regarding the subset of nonzero components of θ . For example, if we have an upper (m ≤ K ) and a lower (m ≥ 1) bound on the size of the affected subset, then P = P m,m , where
When in particular we know that exactly m channels can be affected, we write P = P m , whereas when we know that at most m channels can be affected, we write P = P m , i.e.,
Here and in what follows, we denote by |A| the size of a subset A, i.e., the number of non-zero components under H A . Similarly, we denote by |P| the size of class P, i.e., the number of possible alternatives in P. Note that |P| takes its maximum value when there is no prior information regarding the subset of affected components of θ (P = P N ), in which case
The statistical problem of interest in this work is testing H 0 , the (simple) null hypothesis that all components of θ are 0, against the composite alternative, H 1 , according to which the subset of non-zero components belongs to P, i.e., our testing problem is
where P 0 and P A are the distributions of X under H 0 and H A , respectively. Specifically, we want to distinguish between H 0 and H 1 as soon as possible, as data from all streams are acquired in real time. Thus, we focus on sequential tests. To be more specific, let F t := σ (X s ; 1 ≤ s ≤ t) denote the σ -algebra generated by the observations in all streams up to and including time t. We say that a pair
A sequential test should be designed in order control the type-I (false alarm) and type-II (missed detection) error probabilities below given, user-specified levels. We denote by C α,β (P) the class of sequential tests (τ, d) with the probability of false alarm below α ∈ (0, 1) and the probability of missed detection below β ∈ (0, 1), i.e.,
Given the desired level of error control, i.e., for given α and β, we would like to utilize sequential tests that require (at least approximately) the smallest possible number of observations under any possible signal configuration, i.e., under H 0 and under H A for every A ∈ P.
To be more precise, we would like to design a sequential test (τ * , d * ) in C α,β (P) that minimizes asymptotically as α, β → 0 moments of the stopping time distribution under every possible scenario, that is
ideally for every q ≥ 1 or at least up to some order r , 1 ≤ q ≤ r , where E 0 and E A refer to expectation under P 0 and P A , respectively. Hereafter, we use the standard notation x α ∼ y α as α → 0, which means that
In the remainder of this section, we introduce the two sequential tests that we will study in this work.
B. Proposed Sequential Tests
Let P be an arbitrary class of subsets of [N]. For any A ∈ P, let A (t) be the likelihood ratio of H A against H 0 given the observations from all channels up to time t, and let Z A (t) be the corresponding log-likelihood ratio (LLR), i.e.,
Two natural statistics for testing H 0 against H 1 at time t are the maximum (generalized) log-likelihood ratio (GLLR) statistic
and the logarithm of the weighted likelihood ratio statistic
These two statistics lead to two different sequential tests: the
and the Mixture Sequential Likelihood Ratio Test (M-SLRT):
Here, a, b > 0 are thresholds that will be selected appropriately for each scheme in order to guarantee the desired error control, i.e., such that τ and τ belong to class C α,β (P) for given α and β. Remark 5: It is possible to generalize the GLLR statistic in (35) by applying different weights to the LLRs of the various hypotheses. The weighted GLLR detection statistic may be defined as
While in this paper we focus on the unweighted GLLR detection statistic, it should be clear that the corresponding results carry on to the weighted GLLR statistic with minor modifications.
Remark 6:
It is useful to note that the mixture likelihood ratio statistic is the likelihood ratio (Radon-Nikodým derivative) process of P versus P 0 , i.e.,
where P is the mixture probability measure
In the following lemma, we state some useful results for the generalized and the mixture statistics.
Lemma 3: (i) There exists a constant C > 0, that depends on the mixture distribution { p A }, such that for every t ∈ N we have
(ii) For any A ∈ P and t ∈ N we have
where A is defined as follows
In particular, it is a non-negative sequence that converges to 0 almost surely under P A . Proof: (i) Follows directly from (34) and the definition of the detection statistics. (ii) Fix A ∈ P. Representation (41) follows directly by the definition of Z . For every B = A, the likelihood ratio { B (t)/ A (t)} is a non-negative P A -martingale (with mean 1) that converges to 0 as t → ∞. Consequently, exp{ A (t)} is a non-negative P A -martingale (with mean 1/ p A ) that converges to 1 as t → ∞, which completes the proof.
IV. ERROR CONTROL
In this section, we first focus on deriving bounds and asymptotic approximations for the false alarm and missed detection probabilities of the two proposed testing procedures (Subsections IV-A and IV-B). These results will provide the theoretical basis for the design of the two schemes, that is the selection of the thresholds a and b, which we consider in Subsections IV-C and IV-D.
A. Non-Asymptotic Bounds on the Error Probabilities
We start with the following lemma, which does not require any distributional assumptions, and provides non-asymptotic upper bounds on the error probabilities.
Lemma 4: For any thresholds a, b > 0,
and
where C is defined in (40). Proof: We start with the upper bound on the false alarm probability of the M-SLRT in (43). Let E be the expectation that corresponds to the mixture measure P, defined in (39), for some arbitrary weights { p A , A ∈ P} that satisfy (34) . Since
We now turn to the proof of the upper bound on the false alarm probability of the G-SLRT in (42). To this end, we note that on the event { d = 1} we have
Therefore, for an arbitrary B ∈ P we obtain
where the first and last equality follow again from Wald's likelihood ratio identity. Finally, we consider the bounds on the missed detection probabilities in (42) and (43). From Lemma 3(ii) it follows that for every A ∈ P we have
Consequently, using Wald's likelihood ratio identity we obtain
Maximizing with respect to A ∈ P and recalling the definition of C in (40) completes the proof.
B. Error Exponents
In the following theorem we show that the error exponents suggested by the inequalities in Lemma 4 are sharp under mild distributional conditions. Theorem 2: Suppose that for every A ∈ P there are
Then, as a, b → ∞ we have the following asymptotic approximations for the logarithms of the probabilities of errors of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT
Proof: We provide the proof only for the G-SLRT, as the proof for the M-SLRT is analogous. From Lemma 4 it follows that as a, b → ∞
Therefore, it suffices to show that the reverse inequalities
also hold under the complete convergence conditions (45). We start with the first inequality in (47). To this end, consider a mixture probability measure P of the form (39) and recall that
Then, from Wald's likelihood ratio identity and the fact that
Now, for any δ > 0 we have
Therefore, in order to establish the first asymptotic lower bound in (47), it suffices to show that as a, b → ∞
Indeed, if (51) holds, then from (49) and (50) we will have that as a, b → ∞
Since this will be true for arbitrary δ > 0, letting δ → 0 will prove (47).
Since P is a mixture of P A 's, in order to establish (51) it suffices to show that
for every A ∈ P as a, b → ∞. Fix A ∈ P and δ > 0 and observe that
Therefore, it suffices to show that the second probability on the right-hand side goes to 0 as well. By the definition of the stopping time τ ,
From Lemma 1(ii) it follows that the upper bound goes to 0 as b → ∞ when for every ε > 0
Since
where the finiteness of the upper bound follows from the second condition in (45). Moreover, from Lemma 3 it follows that there is a constant C 1 , which depends on the mixture
converges almost surely to 0 as t → ∞. As a result, the first condition in (52) is satisfied when
By Lemma A.1, it is clear that (54) holds because A (t) → 0 P A -almost surely as t → ∞, and of course A (t)/t → 0 P A -almost surely as t → ∞. Similarly, from Lemma A.1 it follows that (55) holds when Z A (t)/t → I A 1 P A -almost surely as t → ∞, and the latter is implied by the second condition in (45). This completes the proof of the first inequality in (47).
We now turn to the proof of the second inequality in (47). Clearly, it suffices to show that
Fix such a subset A. Following similar steps as before, for any δ > 0 we have
Since δ is arbitrary, it suffices to show that the probability on the lower bound goes to 1. This probability can be expressed as follows:
therefore it suffices to show that the two probabilities in this expression go to 0. By Lemma 4,
On the other hand, by the definition of the stopping time τ , on the event
Therefore, by Boole's inequality, it suffices to show that for every B ∈ P we have
Since I A 0 ≤ I B 0 for every B ∈ P, from Lemma 1 it follows that this will be the case when
These two conditions are implied by the first condition in (45), and this completes the proof of the second inequality in (47).
Remark 7: The proof shows that the assertions of Theorem 2 hold under the following set of one-sided conditions:
which are implied by the complete version of the SLLN (45).
Remark 8:
The proof also reveals that the error exponent of the maximal missed detection probability is attained by those alternative hypotheses H A that are the closest to H 0 in the sense that I A 0 = I 0 (P), where I 0 (P) is defined as follows
This suggests that in practice it suffices to evaluate the missed detection probability, P A ( d = 0) , only for subsets A such that I A 0 = I 0 (P). The latter probabilities, as well as the false alarm probability, can be estimated reliably using an importance sampling method that we describe below.
C. Threshold Specification via Logarithmically Efficient Monte Carlo Simulation
The non-asymptotic inequalities (42) and (43) suggest threshold values for the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT that guarantee that their false alarm and missed detection probabilities do not exceed the target error probabilities α and β, respectively. Specifically, they imply that ( τ , d) ∈ C α,β (P) when b = | log α| + log |P| and a = | log β|,
and that ( τ , d) ∈ C α,β (P) when b = | log α| and a = | log β| + C,
where C is defined in (40). Note also that the inequalities (42)-(43), as well as the corresponding thresholds (59)-(60), are universal, in the sense that they do not depend on the distributions of the sensor observations. While this is an appealing property, it also implies that these inequalities may be quite conservative, and that the resulting thresholds (59)-(60) will not make full use of the given error tolerance. In the absence of closed-form expressions, sharp bounds, or more accurate asymptotic approximations for the error probabilities, the most convenient and general option for obtaining accurate threshold values is to compute the error probabilities using Monte Carlo simulation. However, it is well known that the relative standard error of naive Monte Carlo simulation explodes as the probability of interest goes to 0, and that for very small probabilities it is preferable to rely on importance sampling. In the context of sequential testing, this approach was suggested initially by Siegmund [30] for the estimation of the error probabilities of Wald's SPRT for testing a simple null hypothesis versus a simple alternative hypothesis. We now present the proposed importance sampling estimators for the error probabilities in our multichannel sequential detection problem, where the alternative hypothesis is composite. We focus on the G-SLRT, since the approach for the M-SLRT is identical. Thus, in order to compute the false alarm probability of the G-SLRT, we change the measure from P 0 to the mixture probability measure, P, defined in (39), and from Wald's likelihood ratio identity we obtain
where E refers to expectation under P and Z is defined in (36) . This suggests estimating P 0 ( d = 1) by averaging independent
For the missed detection probability of the G-SLRT under H A , we change the measure from P A to P 0 and from Wald's likelihood ratio identity we obtain, as in (44),
This suggests that each missed detection probability P A ( d = 0) can be computed by averaging independent realizations of exp{Z A ( τ )}½ { d=0} simulated under P 0 . Note that all these missed detection probabilities use the same realizations of ( τ , d) under P 0 . We now establish the efficiency of the proposed importance sampling estimator under weak distributional conditions.
D. Logarithmic Efficiency of Importance Sampling Estimators
In the special case of testing a simple null against a simple alternative, i.e., P = {A}, and when the corresponding LLR statistic Z A is a random walk, it is well known that the relative error of the proposed importance sampling estimators remains bounded as the error probabilities go to 0 [30] . In the remainder of this section, we show that the proposed importance sampling estimators satisfy a weaker optimality property, which is known as logarithmic efficiency [31] , [32] , under much more general conditions regarding the distributions of the observations; specifically, when the conditions of Theorem 2 hold.
To be more specific, note that by the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have
where Var and Var 0 denote variance under P and P 0 , respectively. Taking logarithms we obtain
Note that these (non-asymptotic) bounds are based exclusively on the unbiasedness of the importance sampling estimators.
In order to make sure that their variances are controlled, we would like the bounds in (63)-(64) to be asymptotically sharp as a, b → ∞, i.e., lim inf a,b→∞
lim inf a,b→∞
in which case we will say that the proposed importance sampling estimators are logarithmically (or asymptotically) efficient [32] .
In the following theorem we show that under the conditions of Theorem 2 relations (65) and (66) hold, the latter for A ∈ P such that I A 0 = I 0 (P). Theorem 3: Suppose that conditions (56)-(57) hold, or alternatively that the complete convergence conditions (45) hold.
(i) The importance sampling estimator of the false alarm probability P 0 ( d = 1) suggested by (61) is logarithmically efficient, i.e., (65) holds, or equivalently
(ii) The importance sampling estimator of the missed detection probability P A ( d = 0) suggested by (62) is logarithmically efficient, i.e., (66) holds, or equivalently
for every A ∈ P such that I A 0 = I 0 (P). Proof: (i) It suffices to show that (65) holds. For any
Finally, from Theorem 2 it follows that as a, b → ∞ we have log P 0 ( d = 1) ∼ −b, which together with (67) implies (65).
(ii) It suffices to show that (66) holds for every A ∈ P such that I A 0 = I 0 (P). For any a > 0 we have
Consequently,
Since A ∈ P is such that I A 0 = I 0 (P), by Theorem 2 and Remark 8 we have log P A ( d = 0) ∼ −a as a, b → ∞, which together with (68) leads to (66).
V. ASYMPTOTIC OPTIMALITY OF G-SLRT AND M-SLRT
In this section, we establish the asymptotic optimality property of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT with respect to positive moments of the stopping time distribution.
A. Asymptotic Approximations for the Moments of the Stopping Times of G-SLRT and M-SLRT
The following theorem establishes first-order asymptotic approximations for the moments of the stopping times of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT for large threshold values. These asymptotic approximations may be useful, apart from proving asymptotic optimality in Theorem 5, for problems with different types of constraints, for example in Bayesian settings. We set a min = min(a, b) and recall the definition of 1) , t ∈ N, for the LLR increments and a min = min(a, b).
Theorem 4: Suppose that for every A ∈ P there are positive numbers I A 1 ,
(i) Let the LLR Z A have independent, but not necessarily identically distributed increments under both P 0 and P A for every A ∈ P. If there is a λ ∈ (0, 1) such that
then the asymptotic approximations
hold for all q ≥ 1 as a min → ∞. (ii) Let the LLR Z A have arbitrary, possibly dependent increments. Let r ≥ 1. If in addition to the a.s. convergence conditions (69), the following left-sided conditions
are satisfied for every 0 < ε < min{I A 0 , I A 1 }, then the asymptotic approximations (71) hold for all 1 ≤ q ≤ r. Proof: We will prove the theorem only in the case of the G-SLRT, as from (40) it is clear that the M-SLRT stopping time has the same moments to a first order asymptotic approximation. Observe that for every a, b
where
We start by establishing the asymptotic lower bounds for
as t → ∞. Therefore, from Lemma 2 it follows that ν(a)/a → 1/I 0 (P) P 0 -a.s. as a → ∞. Moreover, from Lemma 4 it follows that P 0 ( τ(a, b) = ν(a)) = P 0 ( d = 1) → 0 as a min → ∞, which implies that τ (a, b)/a also converges to 1/I 0 (P) P 0 -a.s. as a min → ∞. Hence, for every q ≥ 1, by Fatou's lemma we obtain the lower bound lim inf
(75)
We now show that for every q ≥ 1 and A ∈ P lim inf
Fix A ∈ P, q ≥ 1, and ε ∈ (0, 1). Due to Chebyshev's inequality, it suffices to show that
Using a quite tedious argument similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4.1 in Tartakovsky et al. [19] we obtain
From Lemma 4 it follows that the first two probabilities on the right-hand side go to 0 as a min → ∞. Since Z A (t)/t → I A 1 as t → ∞ P A -a.s., from Lemma A.1 it follows that the third probability on the right-hand side also goes to 0 as b → ∞. This completes the proof of (76).
The second step is to prove that the asymptotic lower bounds (75) and (76) are sharp. From (73) it is clear that τ ≤ τ A (b) and τ ≤ ν(a). Thus, it suffices to show that as a min → ∞ the following asymptotic upper bounds
hold for every q ≥ 1 under (i) and for every 1 ≤ q ≤ r under (ii). This follows by a direct application of Theorem 1. Remark 9: Note that both conditions (69) and (72) hold when Z A (t)/t converges to −I A 0 P 0 -r -completely and to I A
B. Asymptotic Optimality
We are now prepared to establish the asymptotic optimality property of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT with respect to positive moments of the stopping time distribution. We write α max = max(α, β).
Theorem 5: Consider an arbitrary class of alternatives, P, and suppose that the thresholds a, b of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT are selected in such a way that ( τ , d), ( τ , d) ∈ C α,β (P) and b ∼ | log α|, a ∼ | log β| as α max → 0, e.g., according to (59) and (60) for the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT, respectively.
(i) Let each Z A have independent, but not necessarily identically distributed increments under P 0 and P A for every A ∈ P. If the a.s. convergence conditions (69) and also conditions (70) hold, then as α max → 0 for all q ≥ 1 we have
(ii) Let Z A have arbitrary increments. If in addition to conditions (69) the one-sided conditions (72) are satisfied for some r ∈ N, then for all 1 ≤ q ≤ r the asymptotics (79) and (80) hold.
Proof: When the thresholds in the proposed tests are selected such that b ∼ | log(α)| and a ∼ | log β|, from Theorem 4 it follows that as α max → 0 the following asymptotic approximations
hold for every q ≥ 1 under (i) and for every 1 ≤ q ≤ r under (ii). Thus, it remains to establish the following asymptotic lower bounds lim inf
Fix r ≥ 1, A ∈ P, and let us denote by C α,β (A) the class of sequential tests C α,β (P), defined in (29), when P = {A}, i.e.,
Then, for any α, β ∈ (0, 1) we clearly have C α,β (P) ⊂ C α,β (A) and 
From the second inequality in (82) and the second inequality in (83), we obtain the second inequality in (81). Moreover, from the first inequality in (83) and the first inequality in (82) we obtain the first inequality in (81). Remark 10: The LLR process Z A may have independent increments even if the observations {X (t)} are not independent over time. Indeed, certain models of dependent observations produce LLRs with independent increments, as we will see in Subsection VII-A.
VI. MULTICHANNEL SEQUENTIAL DETECTION WITH INDEPENDENT CHANNELS
Until now we have assumed a very general setup for the multichannel sequential detection problem, where the joint distribution of the observed process X = (X 1 , . . . , X K ) is parametrized by an N-dimensional parameter vector, θ := (θ 1 , . . . , θ N ), N not being necessarily equal to K , and we focused on testing the null hypothesis that all components of θ are 0 against the alternative that an unknown subset of components is non-zero. In this general setup, it is possible that, even if there is only one non-zero component in θ under H 1 , the marginal distribution of each component X k , P k , may differ under H 0 and under H 1 . Furthermore, in the general setup we have considered so far, the observations not only in the channels but also between the various channels may be dependent.
This generality comes at the price of computational efficiency. Indeed, recall that the G-SLRT and M-SLRT statistics need to be computed at each time t, and this computation in general requires the computation of |P| LLR statistics. When |P| is very large, the two proposed schemes may not even be feasible. In this section, we consider a special case of the general setup, in which both proposed procedures become scalable with respect to the number of streams, even if there is complete uncertainty regarding the size of the affected subset.
Specifically, we simplify the hypothesis testing problem in two respects. First, we assume that N = K and that for each k ∈ [K ], θ k parametrizes only the marginal distribution of X k , P k , so that
where P k 0 and P k 1 are distinct, mutually absolutely continuous probability measures when restricted to the σ -algebra F k (t) := σ (X k s , 1 ≤ s ≤ t) of observations in the k th stream up to any time t ∈ N. Thus, the hypothesis testing problem (25)-(28) now takes the form:
where each H A is now defined as
Second, we now assume that the observations from the various streams are independent. That is,
If we denote by k (t) the Radon-Nikodým derivative (likelihood ratio) of P k 1 with respect to P k 0 given F k (t) and by Z k (t) the corresponding LLR, i.e.,
then from (86) it follows that
A. Asymptotic Optimality in the Case of Independent Channels
Before we discuss the implementation of the proposed schemes in this setup, we will first formulate sufficient conditions for their asymptotic optimality. Indeed, due to (88), it is clear that the SLLN (69) are implied by the corresponding SLLN for the marginal LLRs in the channels. That is, (69) holds for every A ∈ P when there are positive numbers
in which case
Similarly, the r -complete convergence conditions (78) are implied by the corresponding conditions for the marginal LLRs in the channels, i.e.,
See Lemma A.2 in the Appendix. Thus, applying Theorem 5, we obtain the following asymptotic optimality result for the proposed schemes in the case of independent channels. We write k (t) = Z k (t)− Z k (t −1), t ∈ N, for the LLR increments in the k-th channel. Corollary 1: Consider an arbitrary class of alternatives, P, and suppose that the thresholds a, b of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT are selected in such a way that ( τ, d), ( τ , d) ∈ C α,β (P) and b ∼ | log α|, a ∼ | log β| as α max → 0, e.g., according to (59) and (60) for the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT, respectively. Assume that the data are independent across channels, i.e., X i and X j are mutually independent for all i = j, i, j = 1, . . . , K .
(i) Let each Z k have independent, but not necessarily identically distributed increments under P k 0 and P k 1 for every k ∈ {1, . . . , K }. If the a.s. convergence conditions (89) are satisfied and also there is a λ ∈ (0, 1) such that
then (79) and (80) hold as α max → 0 for all q ≥ 1. (ii) Let each Z k have arbitrary increments. If the r -complete convergence conditions (91) hold for some r ∈ N, then (79) and (80) are satisfied for all 1 ≤ q ≤ r. Remark 11: Corollary 1 generalizes the results in [14] , where the multichannel sequential detection was considered in the special case that a signal can be present in only one channel, that is when P = P 1 . Even in this special case, Corollary 1 extends the results in [14] in two ways. First of all, in the latter work it was shown that the G-SLRT minimizes asymptotically all moments of the stopping time distribution when the SLLN (89) holds and each marginal LLR Z k is a random walk, i.e., it has independent and identically distributed increments. Moreover, in [14] it was shown that G-SLRT minimizes the first r moments of the stopping time distribution under the stronger (and harder to check) r -quick convergence conditions (recall Definition (1)), i.e.,
B. Scalability in the Case of Independent Channels
The implementation of both the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT is particularly simplified in the case of independent channels, and the two procedures become feasible even with a large number of streams and under complete uncertainty about the affected subset. Indeed, recalling (88), the GLLR statistic takes the form
and its computation becomes very easy for a class P m,m , that is when there are at least m and at most m signals in the K streams. In order to see this, let us use the following notation for the order statistics:
is the largest marginal LLR statistic and Z (K ) (t) is the smallest marginal LLR at time t. When the size of the affected subset is known in advance, i.e., m = m = m, then it is easy to see that
In the more general case that m < m we have
More generally, the weighted GLLR statistic, defined in (37) , has an equally scalable representation as long as there are positive numbers { p k } 1≤k≤K such that
Indeed, with such a choice of weights, the weighted GLLR statistic (37) takes the form max A∈P k∈A (Z k (t) + log p k ) + log C(P) and the corresponding results for the G-SLRT remain valid when we replace Z k (t) by Z k (t) + log p k and thresholds a and b by a + log C(P) and b − log C(P), respectively.
Similarly, in the case of independent channels, the M-SLRT is computationally feasible even for large K when the weights are selected according to (94). Indeed, when there is an upper and a lower bound on the size of the affected subset, i.e., P = P m,m for some 1 ≤ m ≤ m ≤ K , the mixture likelihood ratio statistic takes the form
and its computational complexity is polynomial in the number of channels, K . Furthermore, it is very interesting to note that in the special case of complete uncertainty when m = 1, m = K , the M-SLRT requires only O(K ) operations. Indeed, setting p k = p in (94), the mixture likelihood ratio in (95) admits the following representation for the class P = P K :
where π = p/(1 + p) and the statistic (t) is defined as follows:
Remark 12: The statistic (t) has an appealing statistical interpretation, as it is the likelihood ratio that corresponds to the case that each channel belongs to the affected subset with probability π ∈ (0, 1). It is possible to use (t) as the detection statistic and incorporate prior information by an appropriate selection of π. Thus, if we know the exact size of the affected subset, say P = P m , we may set π = m/K , whereas if we know that at most m channels may be affected, i.e, P = P m , then we may set π = m/(2K ). This approach was considered in [16] and [17] in the context of the multistream quickest change detection problem.
VII. EXAMPLES
In this section, we consider four particular examples to which the previous results apply. The first three examples deal with independent channels, in the context of Section VI. The last example assumes dependent channels.
A. A Linear Gaussian State-Space Model
In this example, we assume that the data in the K streams, X 1 , . . . , X K are independent, and each X k is governed by a hidden Markov model. Specifically, we assume that each X k (t) = (X k 1 (t), . . . , X k (t)) is an -dimensional observed vector in the k-th channel at time t and let θ k (t) = (θ k 1 (t), . . . , θ k m (t)) be the unobserved m-dimensional Markov vector and suppose that under P k i we have
) are the mean values; F k is the (m × m) state transition matrix; H k is the ( × m) matrix, and i = 0 if the mean values in the k-th channel (component) are not affected and i = 1 otherwise. The components X k (t) and θ k (t) are assumed to be independent for different k (channels).
It can be shown that under the null hypothesis H k 0 the observed sequence X k has an equivalent representation 1) ] is the optimal one-step ahead predictor in the mean-square sense, i.e., the estimate of θ k (t) based on observing X k (1), . . . , X k (t − 1), which can be obtained by the Kalman filter (cf., e.g., [33] ). Under H k 1 the observed sequence X k admits the following representation
where ϒ k (t) can be computed using relations given in [34, pp. 282-283] . Consequently, the local LLR can be written as Z k (t) = t s=1 k (s), where
and where k (t), t ∈ N are given by Kalman's equations (see [34, eq. (3.2.20)]). Thus, each Z k has independent Gaussian increments, and it can be shown that the normalized LLR t −1 Z k (t) converges almost surely as t → ∞ to I k under P k 1 and −I k under P k 0 , where
Moreover, conditions (92) hold for every λ ∈ (0, 1), since there is a stationary regime as t → ∞. Therefore, by Corollary 1(i), the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT are asymptotically optimal with respect to all moments of the sample size.
B. An Autoregression Model With Unknown Correlation Coefficient
In this example, we assume that the data in the K streams, X 1 , . . . , X K are independent, and each X k is a Markov Gaussian (AR(1)) process of the form
where X k (0) = 0 and {ξ k (t)} t ∈N , k = 1, . . . , K are mutually independent sequences of i.i.d. normal random variables with zero mean and unit variance. Suppose that ρ k = ρ k i under H k i , i = 0, 1, where ρ k i are known constants. Then, the transition densities are f k 1) ), i = 0, 1, where ϕ is the density of the standard normal distribution, and the LLR in the k th channel can be written as
In order to show that {t −1 Z k (t)} converges asymptotically as t → ∞, let us further assume that |ρ k i | < 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ K , i = 0, 1, so that X k is stable. Let λ k i be the invariant distribution of X k under H k i , which coincides with the distribution of
By a slight extension of [35, Th. 5.1] to r > 1 (see Appendix B), it can be shown that under P k 1 the normalized LLR process {t −1 Z k (t)} converges as t → ∞ r -completely for every r ≥ 1 to
In the Gaussian case considered, λ k 1 is N (0, (1−ρ k 1 ) −2 ), so I k 1 can be calculated explicitly as
Thus, by Corollary 1(ii), both the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT are asymptotically optimal, in the sense that they minimize all moments of the stopping time distribution as the error probabilities go to 0.
C. Multichannel Invariant Sequential t-Tests
In this example, we assume that the data in the K streams, X 1 , . . . , X K are independent, and each X k is given by
where ξ k (t) ∼ N (0, σ 2 k ), t ∈ N are zero-mean, normal i.i.d. (mutually independent) sequences (noises) with unknown variances σ 2 k . Under the local null hypothesis in the k th stream, H k 0 , there is no signal in the k th stream (i = 0). Under the local alternative hypothesis in the k th stream, there is a signal μ k > 0 in the k th channel. Therefore, the hypotheses H k 0 , H k 1 are not simple and our results cannot be directly applied. Nevertheless, if we assume that the value of the "signal-tonoise" ratio Q k = μ k /σ k is known, we can transform this into a testing problem of simple hypotheses in the channels by using the principle of invariance, since the problem is invariant under the group of scale changes. Indeed, the maximal invariant statistic in the k th channel is
and it can be shown [19, Sec 3.6 .2] that the invariant LLR, which is built based on the maximal invariant Y k (t), is given by
Note that T k (t) is the Student t-statistic, which is the basis for Student's t-test in the fixed sample size setting. For this reason, we refer to the sequential tests (35) and (36) that are based on the invariant LLRs as t-tests, in particular as the t-G-SLRT and the t-M-SLRT, respectively. Although the invariant LLR Z k (t) is difficult to calculate explicitly, it can be approximated by g k (T k (t)) t, using a uniform version of the Laplace asymptotic integration technique, where g k
Indeed, as shown in [19, Sec 3.6.2] , there is a finite positive constant C such that for all t ≥ 1 we have |Z k (t) − g k (T k (t)) t| ≤ C, or equivalently,
It follows from (104) that if under P k i the t-statistic T k (t) converges r -completely to a constant V k i as t → ∞, then the normalized LLR t −1 Z k (t) converges in a similar sense to g k (V k i ), i = 0, 1. Therefore, it suffices to study the limiting behavior of T k (t). Since for every r ≥ 1 we have
which implies that the r -complete convergence conditions (78) for the normalized LLR {t −1 Z k (t)} hold for all r ≥ 1 with
It is easy to verify that I k 1 > 0 and I k 0 > 0. Hence, by Corollary 1(ii), the invariant t-G-SLRT and t-M-SLRT asymptotically minimize all moments of the stopping time distribution.
D. Detection of Deterministic Signals in Correlated Gaussian Streams
We now give an example in which the streams are not necessarily independent. Assume that X(t) = (X 1 (t), . . . , X K (t)), t ∈ N are independent Gaussian random vectors with (invertible) covariance matrix (t) and mean vector (θ 1 μ 1 (t), . . . , θ K μ K (t)), where μ 1 (t), . . . , μ K (t) can be interpreted as deterministic signals observed in Gaussian noise. Then, for every A ∈ P we have Z A (t) = t s=1 A (s), where
Evidently, the almost sure convergence conditions (89) hold when for every A ∈ P there is a positive number I A > 0 such that
and conditions (70) hold in many interesting practical cases, in particular when μ k (t) and k (t) are of the form: μ k (t) = A k sin ω k t and k (t) = k . If these conditions are satisfied, then we can conclude, based on Theorem 5(i), that the proposed sequential tests minimize asymptotically every moment of the stopping time distribution.
Let us now specialize the above setup in the case of two channels, and letX
Therefore, conditions (89) hold if there are constants Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 12 such that as t → ∞
VIII. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the results of a simulation study whose goal is to compare the performance of the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT under different signal configurations and to quantify the effect of prior information on the detection performance. We do so in the context of independent streams, each of which is governed by the autoregressive model of Subsection VII-B. That is, the process in each sensor is given by (98) and the corresponding marginal LLR by (99). We further assume that the streams are homogeneous, in the sense that ρ k 0 = 0 and ρ k 1 = ρ = 0.5. Therefore, the corresponding (generalized) Kullback-Leibler divergences take the form
We compare the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT for two different scenarios regarding the available prior information: (1) when the size of the affected subset is assumed to be known, i.e., P = P |A| , where |A| is the cardinality of the true affected subset A, and (2) when there is complete uncertainty regarding the affected subset, i.e., P = P K .
Given the class P that reflects the available information, the next step is to select the thresholds b and a for the two tests. These are determined by α and β, the desired type-I and type-II error probabilities for the two tests. To this end, (59)-(60) can be used to determine the relationship of the two thresholds given the desired ratio α/β. For simplicity, we set α = β. Therefore, (59) suggests selecting the thresholds of G-SLRT such that b = a + log |P|, whereas (60) suggests selecting the thresholds of M-SLRT such that a = b + log |P|, where for the design of M-SLRT we consider uniform weights, i.e., we set p A = 1/|P| for every A ∈ P. For the computation of the operating characteristics of the G-SLRT (resp. M-SLRT) we compute the expected sample sizes under H 0 and H A for every A ∈ P using plain Monte Carlo simulation, as well as the error probabilities, using the importance sampling algorithms of Subsection IV-C, for different values of a (resp. b).
From Lemma 4 it follows that the error probabilities of the G-SLRT are upper bounded by exp(−a), whereas from (60) it follows that both error probabilities are upper bounded by exp(−b). In Tables I and II From these tables we can see that the upper bound of Lemma 4 for the false alarm probability of the G-SLRT is much more conservative than the corresponding upper bound for the false alarm probability of the M-SLRT.
We illustrate our findings graphically in Figures 1, 2, 3 . In all these graphs, the dashed lines correspond to the case that the size of the affected subset is known, i.e., P = P |A| , whereas the solid lines correspond to the case of no prior information, i.e., P = P K . Moreover, in all these graphs, the dark lines correspond to M-SLRT, whereas the grey lines to G-SLRT. In Figure 1 , for both the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT, we plot the expected sample size of the test against the logarithm of the type-I error probability for different cases regarding the size of the affected subset. Specifically, if A is the affected subset, we plot E A [ τ ] against | log 10 P 0 ( d = 1)| and E A [ τ ] against | log 10 P 0 ( d = 1)| for the following cases: |A| = 1, 3, 6, 9. We observe that when we know the size of the affected subset, then the performance of the two tests is essentially the same. However, when we have no prior information regarding the signal, the G-SLRT performs slightly better (resp. worse) than the M-SLRT when signal is present in a small (resp. large) number of channels, for large and moderate error probabilities. Note, however, that when the number of affected channels is large, the signal-to-noise ratio is high, which means that the "absolute" loss of the G-SLRT in these cases is small. Nevertheless, for small error probabilities, we see that the performance of the two tests is essentially the same.
In Figure 2 , we plot the normalized expected sample size of each test under the alternative hypothesis against the logarithm of the type-I error probability for different cases regarding the size of the affected subset. Specifically, we plot |A|I 1 E A [ τ ]/| log P 0 ( d = 1)| against | log 10 P 0 ( d = 1)| and |A|I 1 E A [ τ ]/| log P 0 ( d = 1)| against | log 10 P 0 ( d = 1)| when |A| = 1, 3, 6, 9. Again, the dashed lines correspond to the versions of the two schemes when the size of the affected subset is known (P |A| ). The solid lines correspond to the versions of the two schemes with no prior information ( P K ). The dark lines correspond to the M-SLRT, whereas the gray lines to the G-SLRT. Our asymptotic theory suggests that the curves in Figure 2 converge to 1 as the error probabilities go to 0. Our numerical results suggest that this convergence is relatively slow in most cases. Note, however, that we do not normalize the expected sample sizes by the optimal performance, but with an asymptotic lower bound on it, which T, d) is the sequential test of interest and A the affected subset, we plot E A [T ] against | log P 0 (d = 1)| for the following cases: |A| = 1, 3, 6, 9. Light lines refer to to the G-SLRT and dark lines to M-SLRT. Solid lines refer to the case of no prior information (P = P K ), whereas dashed lines refer to the case that the size of the affected subset is known in advance (P = P |A| ). explains to some extent why these normalized expected sample sizes are far from 1 even for very small error probabilities.
Similarly, in Figure 3 , we plot the expected sample, as well as its normalized version, against the logarithm of the maximal missed detection (type-II error) probability for the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT with respect to class P. Specifically, on the left-hand side we plot E 0 [ τ ] against | log 10 P 1 ( d = 0)| and E 0 [ τ ] against | log 10 P 1 ( d = 0)|, whereas on the right-hand side we plot I 0 (P) E 0 [ τ ]/| log P 1 ( d = 0)| against | log 10 P 1 ( d = 0)| and I 0 (P) E 0 [ τ ]/| log P 1 ( d = 0)| against | log 10 P 1 ( d = 0)|. Our asymptotic theory suggests that the curves on the right-hand side of Figure 3 should converge to 1 as the error probabilities go to 0. Again, our numerical results show that this convergence is relatively slow, which again can be explained by the fact that we do not normalize the expected sample sizes by the optimal performance, but with an asymptotic lower bound to it. Normalized expected sample size under H A against the false alarm probability in log-scale for the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT. That is, denoting (T, d) the sequential test of interest and A is the affected subset, we plot |A|I 1 E A [T ]/ | log P 0 (d = 1)| against | log 1 0P 0 (d = 1)| for the following cases: |A| = 1, 3, 6, 9. Light lines refer to the G-SLRT and dark lines to M-SLRT. For both tests, solid lines refer to the case of no prior information ( P K ), whereas dashed lines refer to the case that the size of the affected subset is known in advance (P |A| ). Fig. 3 . On the left (right)-hand side, we plot the (normalized) expected sample size under H 0 against the maximal missed detection probability in log-scale for the G-SLRT and the M-SLRT with respect to class P. That is, denoting (T, d) the sequential test of interest, on the left-hand side we plot E 0 [T ] against | log 10 P 1 (d = 0)| and on the right-hand side we plot I 0 (P) E 0 [T ]/ | log P 1 (d = 0)| against | log 10 P 1 (d = 0)|. Solid lines refer to the case of no prior information (P = P K ), where I 0 (P) = I 0 , whereas dashed lines refer to the case that the size of the affected subset is known in advance (P = P |A| ), in particular |A| = 5, where I 0 (P) = |A|I 0 .
IX. CONCLUSION AND REMARKS
We considered the problem of sequential detection of an unknown number of signals in multiple data streams and studied two sequential tests. The first, G-SLRT, is based on maximizing the likelihood ratios between the "signal and noise" and "noise only" hypotheses. The second, M-SLRT, is based on a mixture (weighted sum) of likelihood ratios. Based on the concept of r -complete convergence, we developed a general theory that allows for the study of asymptotic properties of the above sequential tests for very general noni.i.d. models without assuming any particular structure for the observations apart from an asymptotic stability property of log-likelihood ratios. Specifically, under the assumption that the log-likelihood ratios converge r -completely, when suitably normalized, to finite numbers, we were able to show that both tests asymptotically minimize moments of the sample size up to order r as the probabilities of errors approach zero. Moreover, in the special case that the log-likelihood ratios have independent (but not necessarily identically distributed) increments and converge only almost surely when suitably normalized, we showed that both tests asymptotically minimize all moments of the sample size. In order to design thresholds of the proposed sequential tests to guarantee the prescribed probabilities of errors, in addition to conservative upper bounds we also proposed importance sampling algorithms for the estimation of the error probabilities, which we showed to be asymptotically efficient under weak distributional assumptions.
These asymptotic optimality results were shown under the assumption of an arbitrary class of possibly affected subsets. They are thus valid for both structured and unstructured multistream hypothesis testing problems. Moreover, we illustrated this general sequential hypothesis testing theory using several meaningful examples including Markov and hidden Markov models, as well as a multichannel generalization of the famous invariant t-SPRT. Finally, when compared using a simulation study, the G-SLRT (M-SLRT) was found to perform better when a small (large) number of channels is affected and there is no prior information regarding the affected subset. On the other hand, the two procedures were found to perform similarly when the size of the affected subset is known in advance.
When the observations in channels are i.i.d., even if they differ across channels, we can obtain stronger and more refined results for the proposed procedures along the lines of our previous works [36] , [37] , such as near-optimality and higher order approximations. These results are based on nonlinear renewal theory and will be presented in the companion paper [20] . Moreover, it is also possible to generalize our asymptotic analysis by allowing the number of channels to approach infinity, which is a topic of future research. Then, for all ε > 0,
0.
Proof: Fix ε > 0. For any t 0 ∈ N and t > t 0 , by the addition rule we have
Letting t → ∞ we obtain
Since this inequality holds for an arbitrary t 0 ∈ N, we can let t 0 → ∞, and by assumption (6) it follows that the upper bound goes to 0. Proof of Lemma 1: Fix δ > 0, c ∈ (0, δ) and set n b the smallest integer that is larger than or equal to (1 + c)b/I 2 . We observe that
Thus, it suffices to show that the two terms on the right-hand side go to 0 as b → ∞. For the first term, we notice that for any t ≥ n b ,
Then
Since n b → ∞ as b → ∞, the upper bound goes to 0 as b → ∞ due to the assumption (4). Moreover, since c ∈ (0, δ), there exists > 0 such that for large enough b we have
As a result,
and the upper bound goes to 0 as b → ∞ due to (3) . The proof is complete. Lemma A.2: Let r ∈ N. If the local r -complete convergence conditions (91) hold, then r -complete convergence conditions (78) hold for every A ∈ P, where I A 1 and I A 0 are defined in (90).
Proof: Consider an arbitrary subset A ∈ P and ε > 0. We have to show that
The proof of the first inequality in (A.1) is essentially similar. Lemma A.3: Let ξ = (ξ(t)) t ∈N be a sequence of positive, independent random variables on some probability space ( , F , P). Suppose that E[ξ(t)] < ∞ for every t ∈ N, where E is expectation with respect to P. Let T be a stopping time with respect to the filtration generated by ξ . Then, for every deterministic integer m ∈ N, 
B. Details on the AR Model
Here, we provide more details regarding the proof of the r -complete convergence in the autoregressive model of Subsection VII-B. We essentially need to show that conditions (C 1 ) and (C 2 ) in [35, Sec 5] hold. Define
We have Define also the Lyapunov function V (x) = Q(1 + |x| 2 ). Obviously,
where E k x,1 stands for expectation under P k x,1 = P k 1 (·|X k 0 = x). Therefore, for any |ρ k 1 | 2 < < 1 there exist D > 0 such that the condition (C 1 ) in [35, Sec 5] holds with C = [−n, n] for every n ≥ 1.
Next, since all the moments of ξ k 1 are finite, it follows that E[|w k 0 ]| r < ∞ and E[|w k 1 ]| r < ∞ for all r ≥ 1. Moreover, taking into account the ergodicity properties, we obtain that for any x ∈ (−∞, ∞) Observe that under P k x,1 for any t ≥ 1
Hence, for any r ≥ 1,
i.e., using the last convergence in (A.6) we obtain that for some C * > 0
E k x,1 [|X k (t)| r ] ≤ C * (1 + |x| r ).
Using now the first convergence in (A.6) we obtain that sup t ≥1 E k 1 [M * (X k (t))] < ∞. So, the upper bounds in (A.5) imply the condition (C 2 ) in [35, Sec 5] .
